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File preview

Fuck this shit … I never thought i'd have to write this kind of presentation again

-_-' (slightly less boring with -&gt; El michel's affair, « Sounding out the city »)

This'll be quick and ugly LOL

Anyway … Meet my bro, Mr Volt



4 hours. Crazy bastard

SO

This is Warframe, a free to play game developped by Digital Extremes. I've

been playing this game for a few years now. Same frame, same gear, only the

creative aspect of the game (gameplay speaking) kept me at it. The absolute

freedom of movement joined with a classic third person shooter feel made this

game really unique. Unfortunately, update patches came up and progressively

changed core features that i both liked and was used to, so right now it's more

like I'm enjoying it until it's dead and gone since nothing else fucking looks like

this game …

Suddenly I realised it wouldn't be so stupid to take a few screenshots now,

before it's real gone. I upped the graphics a bit, ready my paint (wrong idea

btw), turned off the HUD and let's go. The game offers a « Captura mode »

which allows you to pause on screen and shit but it doesn't feature any enemies,

not so great, but totally worth it.

After a few (lots) of hours trying to take Gud screens, I came up with a few gud

tens of them. Ok it was a pain in the ass took me like 10 hours over 2 days T_T

but looks nice !



No HUD, forced to take a real uncomfortable hand position, to be precise and

bear the freakin lag due to the graphic upgrade (no it's not a gaming PC) …

That's why i grinded that shit fast. It was awkward …



… niiiiiiice



ANYWAY

So I take a few last screens with ma dawg and head back to my spaceship.

« What's so funny girl ? »



I look up.

« Aw man … Again ?»



Erm

So like I said Captura is the screenshot mode on warframe. I haven't used it a

lot but i DID use it on like 20 % of them. Now i know what you're thinking,

captura mode is part of the game, they probably check em out, sounds a little

rude but acceptable. Or it could be a simple coincidence.

But.

First of all, like I said it hasn't even been 48 hours since i started this screenshot

thing. You'd have to be stupid not to wonder a bit.

Secondly, coincidences over the last years on this game have been more than

bothering, like update patches coming up right as I discovered more or less

« bugged » moves, sometimes helping, sometimes nerfing … The list is looong.

Anyway here they are, promptly asking me to share that shit as soon as I'm

finished with it. Sorry dude but i feel like i just got busted during my fapping.

No matter what right they pretend to have when they look at us, no one feels

good when he knows he's watched. Games like GTA5 are also a nice proof of

how the information flows today. The bikers update, for example, uses the same

spots on the map for its' missions as the players did in their roleplays before the

update. But i doubt anyone wrote a mail to Rockstar asking them to do this and

that. Today, this kind of intel goes the other way, sometimes way before you.

ALL THIS BULLSHIT to show you that big brother is just gaddam watchin

you, because you my friend, are probably one of their best source of inspration,

or just one of their best source of revenue in a direct / indirect way. For



Rockstar, the bikers update had a guaranteed popularity before it even came out,

which promised at least a few good dollars from the hungriest GTA players. For

Digital Extremes, this screen contest is also a good way to draw players towards

the shops … Now if you're a new player and you intend to participate, you sure

as hell are gonna have to pay because that game is F2P – the NASTY type.

Grind it to the bone and way beyond or pay now. Anyway, the real question is,

when did all of this become alright ? To grab the information from the

individual, whether he's a « customer » or not, I mean sure i had to sign your

filthy long ass form before playing, but when did it become alright to even do

such a thing ? Probably as soon as it became possible ...



« Mmm … what do you say »



« Damn right »



Blessed be the right to not give a damn.



* Vote here for the right to charge anyone illegally parked on your dick *
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